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A company needed an innovative solution to
enable their customer support team to solve
queries faster and provide more efficient and
effective assistance to their customers. They
sought a system that could seamlessly
integrate with their existing support
platforms, Zendesk and Gmail, and leverage
their extensive repository of product
documentation, training materials, and
previously solved support tickets.
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A Brief Story About The Client's Challenges
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The
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To address these challenges, our team developed a cutting-edge AI-
powered solution that combined the OpenAI Embedding API, Pinecone's
vector database, and GPT-3's natural language processing capabilities.
This transformative platform revolutionized the company's customer
support processes.

The AI-Powered
Transformation

Smart Query System

Our solution employed a contextual
semantic search system that
leveraged GPT-3 to process query
resolutions in the form of easily
understandable instructions or
action items for customer support
agents.

Seamless Platform
Integration

We developed a custom Chrome
plugin that integrated with the
company's existing support
platforms, Zendesk and Gmail,
streamlining the query resolution
process for their customer support
team.

Automated Query
Resolution

When the support team received a
ticket or an email, our Chrome plugin
automatically fetched the query,
analyzed it, and presented a
resolution or recommended action
items for agents to resolve the query
faster and respond more efficiently.

A Brief Story About The Solutions
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Resource Consolidation
and Vectorization

We collected relevant resources, such as
product documentation, training materials,
previous Zendesk tickets, and email
communications, and used the OpenAI
Embedding API to create a vector
database of all resources, which was
stored using Pinecone.
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The Results
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The platform's automated query resolution
capabilities resulted in a 64% reduction in average
ticket resolution time, significantly enhancing
customer satisfaction.

Improved Support
Team Productivity

By providing easily understandable instructions
and action items for agents, the platform
contributed to a 37% increase in overall support
team productivity.

Increased
Resolution Speed
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The AI-powered solution helped new support team
members quickly access relevant resources and learn
from previous query resolutions, resulting in a 42%
reduction in onboarding and training time.

Enhanced Customer Experience
The faster response times and more
effective resolutions led to a 26%
improvement in customer satisfaction
ratings and positive feedback on the
company's support services.
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Reduced Training Time
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The
Transformational
Journey

64% ↓
Faster Resolution
Speed

Ticket Resolution Time

This AI transformation story showcases the power of leveraging cutting-edge AI
technologies to revolutionize customer support processes and enhance query
resolution efficiency. The successful adoption of AI has not only improved
customer satisfaction but also streamlined the support team's operations,
positioning the organization as a forward-thinking leader in their industry.

A Brief Story About The Journey
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37% ↑
Support Team
Productivity

Improved Productivity

26% ↑
Enhanced Customer
Experience

Customer Satisfaction

Reduced onboarding &
training time

Reduced Training Time

42% ↓
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The Future

Address
White Blink, Garuda Bhive, BMTC Complex, BTM Layout, Bengaluru, India 560068

Email
hello@whiteblink.com

Website
www.whiteblink.com 

With the successful implementation of our AI-powered query
resolution platform, the organization is now poised to explore
further opportunities in AI-driven solutions. As a trusted
partner, White Blink remains committed to delivering
innovative, high-impact solutions that empower our clients to
achieve sustainable growth and long-term success, harnessing
the power of AI to drive meaningful change in their operations
and customer engagement strategies.
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